1. There are three conditions that are continually changing and require driving adjustments. What are those three conditions?

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

2. What is the safest method to negotiate a curve in a road during extremely windy conditions?

________________________________________

________________________________________

3. Once the brakes are applied, how long does it take to stop a car traveling at 55 mph?

________________________________________

4. Once the brakes are applied, how long does it take to stop a tractor trailer traveling at 55 mph?

________________________________________

5. What are three of the top six driving behaviors that contribute to crashes and violations?

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

6. What are the three parts to the accident prevention formula?

________________________________________

________________________________________
7. What are six physical conditions that affect driving ability?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

8. On weekends, between 10PM and 2AM, one out of every 5 drivers is impaired?

○ True ○ False

9. Approximately 25% of all crashes involve some form of driver distraction.

○ True ○ False

10. Defensive driving involves driving to save lives, time, and money in spite of the _____________ around us and the _______________ of others. (Please fill in the blank)
Driving Safety Questions & Answers

Answers:

1) Road conditions, weather or light conditions, and traffic conditions.

2) Slow down as you approach the curve. Then as you pass the middle or apex of the curve, accelerate slightly out of the curve.

3) 192-225 feet

4) 250-335 feet

5) 1. Speeding
   2. Right of way
   3. Driving left of center
   4. Improper turning
   5. Passing or overtaking improperly
   6. Following too closely

6) Recognize the hazard, understand the defense, act correctly and in time

7) Age, Mobility, Hearing, Vision, Illness or use of Medications, Fatigue

8) True

9) True

10) Conditions, actions